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AGREEMENT made this 3 {) ~ay of 999, by
and between the Town of Bethlehem ("Town") nd the T~wn of Bethle-
hem Police Union, Local 3364 and Co~ncil 82, American Federation
of State County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO ("Union").
ARTICLE 1 -- RECOGNITION
1.1 The Town has recognized the Union as the sole and exclu-
sive bargaining agent for the purpose of establishing salaries,
hours and other conditions of employment and the administration
of grievances arising thereunder for the term of this Agreement
for all employees employed by the Town of Bethlehem police Depart-
ment, including Police Officer, Detective, Sergeant, Detective
Sergeant, including provisional employees, and excluding the
Chief of Police, Captains and Lieutenants. Should any dispute
arise over the inclusion of any new job title or classification,
the matter shall be determined by the New York State Public Em-
ployment Relations Board.
ARTICLE 2 -- UNION SECURITY
2.1 Check-off of Union Dues and Other Deductions
A. All employees covered by this Agreement shall ten-
der their membership dues to the Union by signing the authoriza-'
tion cards provided by the Union for payroll deduction of Union
dues.
B. The Town shall deduct Union membership dues in
accordance with the amount certified by the Union to the Town
from the biweekly pay of all employees who have executed such
authorization for payroll deduction of Union dues. '
C. The Town shall make separate deductions for any
Union sponsored disability and life insurance programs. The Town
shall maintain such deductions in accordance with the terms and
conditions appearing on the appropriate authorization card provid-
ed by the Union.
D. All payroll deductions authorized by this section
shall become effective the date the appropriate form designates
or, if none, when it was signed by the employee, and deductions
from the pay of the employee shall begin by the next payroll
period after receipt of the form by the Town.
E. The aggregate totals of all dues deductions shall
be remitted each pay period to Council 82, 63 Colvin Avenue,
Albany, New York 12206, and the aggregate totals of all d~sabili-
ty and life 'insurance deductions shall be remitted to the address
designated by the appropriate authorization 'card',both to be
accompanied by a list of names of those employees from who such
deductions have been made.
'
'F. Any change in the amount of ,Union 'dues to be deduct-
ed must be certif~ed by the UniQn"',.1.nwriting, to the Town. .,:',:Such
change shall be implemented by the" next;.,',payroll ~p\er~od afte'r .
, receipt of the, certif~cation by t~, 'lovii'..., ,:~:.:',';
,
. (.' . .......
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2.2 Access to Premises - Union Meetinqs
A. The Town agrees to permit representatives of the
International Union, Union Council, or Local Union to enter the
premises of the Town at reasonable times with the approval of the
Chief of Police, to discuss working conditions with employees.
'Such representatives shall not interfere with the performance 'of
duties assigned to the employees. Such approval shall not be
unreasonably denied. The President or designee acting on behalf
of the Union shall 'suffer no loss of time or pay should such
meetings fall within their regularly scheduled shift.
B. Union meetings may be conducted in the police de-
partment squad room with the prior approva~ of the Chief of Po-
lice.. Such meetings shall not interfere with the conduct of
police business. If for any reason whatsoever the Chief of Po-
lice or his/her designee determines that the police department
squad room is needed for the conduct of police business, the
Union meeting shall be immediately adjourned and complete control
of the room shall be given to the Police Department for the con-
duct of police business.
2.3 Bulletin .Boards
The Town agrees to provided reasonable bulletin board space
for .the exclusive use of the Union to post notices and other
Union information.
2.4 Printinq of Aqreement and Distribution to Employees
The Employer shall be responsible for the full cost of repro-
ducing this Agreement and shall provide one copy for distribution
by the Union to each employee in the bargaining unit.
'2.5 Contract Neqotiations
The Union President and one other employee to be designated
by the President in writing to the Chief, shall be allowed re-
leased time with pay during their regular working hours to partic-
,
ipate in negotiations with the Town for an agreement to succeed
this Agreement.
A. Any employee desiring released time pursuant to
this section shall notify the Chief of Police of the need for
released time at least 72 hours in advance. The grant of leave
under this section 1s subject to the reasonable operating needs
of the Town.
2.6 Union Business Leave
.
The Union shall be granted released time with pay, totaling
eight days per annum, to attend the statewide Council 82 conven-
'tion; the AFSCME convention; 'the State AFL-CIO convention or
special conferences held during the year by any of .the above-men-
tioned organizations. . . '., ::.,~:.
"
~~?: .
..~.
..~..
.'-'f"'~,
'.' 'i..:-\o~;:;!'''':
'. ,'!"
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.
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2.7 Labor/Manaqement Committee
A. To facilitate communication between the parties and
to promote a climate cond~cive to constructive employee rela-
tions, labor/management committees may be established from time-
to-time as necessary in order to discuss t~e administration of
this Agreement (including grievances), and other matters of
mutual interest, including job-related safety. Such committees
shall consist of no more than three union members, ,to be designat-
ed by the Union, the Chief of Police or his/her designee and the
Supervisor or his/her designee.
B. Meetings may be held at the request of the Union or
the Chief of Police. The requesting party must submit a written
agenda at least one week in advance of the meeting, or at such
time as mutually agreed upon. Meetings will be scheduled as soon
as possible.
C. Labor/Management Committee meetings shall be con-
ducted in good faith. Such Committees shall have no power to
contravene or change any provisions of this Agreement.
D. Staff representatives of the .Union and the Town may
participate in all such meetings.
2.8 No Strike Pledqe
The Union affirms that it will not engage in a strike nor
shall it cause, condone, encourage or instigate a strike against
the Town nor will it assist or participate in any such strike nor
,
shall it impose upon its members any obligation to assist, con-
duct, or participate in such strike, all as provided in Section
210 of the Civil Service Law.
ARTICLE 3 --GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION
3.1 A. It is the intent of this Article to provide the
exclusive procedure for the resolution of disputes between the
Union and the Town concerning the meaning, interpretation or
application of a specific term of'this Agreement.
B. No provision in this Agreement shall be interpreted
to require the'Union to process a grievance of an employee at any
stage of the grievance procedure if the Union considers the griev-
ance to be without merit.
3.2 Definitions
,For the purposes of this Agreement all disputes shall be
,subject to the grievance procedure as outlined. below:
A. . "Employee" shall mean any person employed by the
Town of Bethlehem Police Department ,covered by this Agreement.
B. "Grievance" ,shall mean any dispute:,
, ,
.
~. concerning the meaning, interpretation and applica-
~.to.-of this Aq~8ement f.,'~ontract grievance"') or :
..;..~.~ ;. . .
-. .: '. "..",.
"
;".~.', .~
'''. ':';;~'.
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ii. concerning a term or condition of employment which
may arise between the parties arising out of an action
within the scope of authority of the Department or the
Town and'which is not covered by the Agreement except
those issues for which there is a review procedure
established by law or pursuant to rules or regulations
filed with the Secretary of State ("non contract griev-
ance") .
Non-contract grievances may only be processed up to and including
Step 3 of this grievance procedure. Disputes concerning discipli-
nary actions, reti~ement, alleged violations of the Civil Service
Law or probationary terminations shall not be considered grievanc-
es for purposes of this Agreement.
C. "Immediate Superior" shall mean the officer of the
next higher level of authority who normally supervises the employ-
ee's work and approves his or her time record or evaluates his or
her work performance.
D. "Days" shall mean calendar days.
3.3 General
A. The time limits set forth in this Article are of
the essence. They may, however, be extended by mutual agreement
of the parties but not to exceed 15 days. The failure of the
Union to proceed within the time limits set forth shall terminate
the grievance at that step and further proceedings under this
Article or elsewhere shall be barred. The failure of the immedi-
ate superior, the Chief of Police, or Town to answer within the
time limits.set forth shall permit the advancement of the griev-
ance to the next step of this grievance procedure.
B. Any step of the grievance procedure may be by-
passed by mutual agreement, in writing.
. C. In the case of a class action grievance, the griev-
ance may be submitted directly' to the Chief 'of Police, or his or /
her designee.
D. A grievance. must originally be presen~ed within 10
days of its occurrence or from when the employee knew or should
. have known of its occurrence, whichever is later, unless a meet-
ing as hereinafter described is requested. Within such 10 day
period, the Union may request that the Chief of Police meet with
a committee of no more than three Union members in an effort to
resolve the grievance. 'If t~e'qrievance is 'not resolved at such
~eeting, the grievance must be presented within lQ days thereaf-
ter.
E. An employee shall be entitled to representation by
the Union at each. step of the grievance procedure... .
-
.
'. P'. '.A se~tlem.J1~"'- 01"'award upon a qrie'vli~~.' .'may.or may
. ~ot ~~..~~troac~ive as .~I},.~~quitie~ o~,.':~~ch,.~ase. .~~.q~.(.-~ut in no
event: shall such aresolutlon 'be retro«ctive.' to;"'~a-i~~ae'e7'e.rlier
'.
:".
.
"
. .
';:-:"" , ',...
- :.>.:,'~.t: ::~.: :~..""'.:
,.:, ''?-}7-',(..
:\'7';'~'~~'.:
.
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than 15 days prior to the date when the grievance was first pre-
sented in accordance with this Article or the date the grievance
occurred, whichever is later.
G. Either party may request the inspection and copying
of any written statements of witnesses or records which are rele-
vant to the grievance and which are, in the possession of the
other party in advance of the date of the hearing.
3.4 Grievance Procedure
A. Step 1: An employee shall present the grievance in
writing to his or her immediate superior. ~he grievance shall
contain a short description of the facts allegedly giving rise to
the grievance, a statement of each and every provision of this
Agreement deemed to have been violated, and the relief request-
ed. The immediate superior may then make such investigation as
he or she deems appropriate, including consultation with his or
her superior. A decision shall be rendered to the grievant and
his or her representative, if any, within five days after the
presentation at this step. '
B. Step,2: If the matter is not.resolved at Step 1,
the grievance may be submitted within 10 days of the date the
Step 1 decision is received by the local Union President, or his
or her authorized representative, to the Chief of Police, or h~s
or her designee. Such submission shall include the name or names
of the aggrieved employee, the provision of this Agreement
claimed to have been violated, the date of such violation and a
statement of the facts allegedly giving rise to the grievance. A
meeting shall be held between the Chief of Police, or his or her
designee, and the Union President, or his or her designee, not
later than 15 days after the date the grievance is submitted at
Step 2. The Chief of Police, or his or her designee, shall trans-
mit to the Union President or his or her designee, his or her
decision in writing on any grievance within 10 days after the
date that the Step 2 meeting was held. '
c. Step 3: If the matter is not resolved at Step 2,
the grievance may be submitted by the Union within 10 days of the
date the 'Step 2 decision is received to the Town Supervisor, or
his or her designee. A meeting shall be held between the Town
Supervisor, ~r his or her designee, and the Union's representa-
tive not later than 10 days after submitting the grievance at
this step. The Town Supervisor, or his or her designee, shall
transmit to the Union his or her decision in writing on any griev-
ance within sev,n days of the date that the Step 3 meeting was
held. "
D. Step 4: If the Union is not satisfied with the
decision. on the grievance at Step 3, it may, within 30 days of .
the receipt of the decision of the .Town Supervisor, or 'hisor her
designee, submit the matter to the a~~~tration step in the manner
'set forth in the section 3.5. ~..
"
",
.'
,
~.
~:~.:~:.<~
. .,.
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3.5 Arbitration Procedure
A. In the event that the Union desires to submit an
unresolved grievance to arbitration, a demand for arbitration,
together with a copy of the grievance, shall be sent by regis-
tered or certified mail to the Town Supervisor, and two copies
thereof shall be filed with the Public Employment Relations Board
with a request that its voluntary arbitration rules of procedure
be commenced.
B. The demand for arbitration shall identify the is-
sues sought to be submitted to arbitration and the specific sec-
tion or sections of this Agreement which the Union claims have
\been violated. The demand for arbitration may not add to the
issues previously considered at Step 3, and in the event that
such an issue is raised, the Employer may contest the arbitrabili-
ty of such issue.
c. The Employer and the Union agree that the arbitra-
tor shall be selected pursuant to the voluntary arbitration rules
of procedu~e of the Public Employment Relations Board.
D. Arbitrators shall be requestett to render their
decisions on any matter submitted to arbitr~tion within 30 days
of the date that the arbitration hearing is held, or within 30
days of the submission date. of any written briefs, should such be
required. The voluntary arbitration rules of procedure of the
Public Employment Relations Board shall be used in conducting all
arbitration hearings.
. E. The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, sub-
tract from or modify the provisions of this Agreement in arriving
at a decision of the issue presented, and hi$ or her decision
shall be confined solely to a determination of whether the
claimed violation of this Agreement has occurred. Should the
Town or the Union contend in any arbitration proceeding that the
grievance is not subject, in whole or in part, to arbitration
pursuant to this Article., the arbitrator shall be required, upon
request of such party, to rule upon the question of arbitrability
in advance of receiving evidence upon any other issue. The deci-
sion and award of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon
both parties.
F. All fees and.expenses of the'arbitrator s~all be
divided equally between the parties. Each party shall bear the
cost of preparing its own case.
G. If the'parties mutually agree to a stenographic
transcript. of the proceeding, they shall share the cost of such
transcript. If either party, without the consent of the other,
requires such a transcript, the.requesting party shall bear the
entire cost and. shall provide the arbitrator and the other party
with a copy of the transcript.
. i
'.,~-J.'.. ,.
. v'
.. ,;>
',: ",...'
,
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ARTICLE 4 -- WORKING CONDITIONS
4.1 The Town shall provide all employees with all necessary
and essential equipment necessary to enforce the law properly,
preserve the peace, and provide for public safety.
4.2 The Town shall replace or repair all 'equipment which is
required to be replaced or repaired as the result of normal us-
age, procedure, wear and tear in the performance of duties of the
Police Department. The Town shall place the order for said equip-
ment within ten days after receiving a requisition for the re-
placement or repair of said equipment from the officer designated
by the Chief of Police.
4.3 Patrol cars on duty between 8:00 PM and 8:00 AM shall be
manned by two officers when practical and further, when author-
ized by the Chief of Police.
4.4 Marked patrol cars shall be equipped with dividers be-
tween the front and rear seats unless other arrangements' are made
that are agreed to, in writing, by the Union and Chief of Police.
4.5 A. The Chief of Police shall post, in a locked bulle-
tin board in a conspicuous place, the availability of all
schools, seminars, and training programs, as soon as he is made
aware of them. No person shall'be denied attendance at any of
these programs when he/she participates on his/her non-duty hours
and at his/her own expense, as openings are available.
B. The Chief of Police, subject to the approval of the
Town Board, shall designate members to attend training programs
and police training schools, and the cost thereof shall be paid
by the Town. .
4.6 All cars while on patrol shall be equipped with one 12
gauge shotgun, properly secured ~nd locked, along with a reason-
able amount of ammunition unless other arrangements are made that
are agreed to, in writing, by the Union and Chief of Police.
,;
4.7 The Chief shall post tours of duty at least two weeks in
advance of assignment. Members shall request the use of vacation
or co~pensatory time at least two weeks in advance. The Chief
may, at his discretion, allow members use of vacation or compensa-
tory time who have not requested such leave at least two weeks in
advance if the s~affing needs of the Department will' be met dur-
ing the members time off. '
ARTICLE 5 -- PERSONNEL RECORDS
5.1 Personnel Record Review
A. All employees. covered by this Agr.ement shall have
the rig~t,,:,.t-oexamine their personnel file maintaine~ ,by the Town
upon ,48 hours, notice. This .file'shall contain -the!r" 'personnel
application,...)'~8pensions, evaluations" and all letters '.of.comm~n-
dation, repdDi.~d'i 8uspension, flne~'~'~':'(temotion8'and any"and '~J;r
,. ,
-
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work related actions that have taken place during his employment
with the Town. Such review shall.be in the presence of the Chief
of Police, or his designee, during regular business hours.
B. No letter of criticism, poor evaluation, or any
Qther document which is derogatory in nature may be placed in an
employee's official personnel file without the employee first
having an opportunity to review such action. Should an employee,
upon review of such action, disagree with all or part of such
letter, he shall have the right to file a response thereto, which
shall be attached to such letter.
C. With the exception of disciplinary actions or annu-
al work performance ratings, any material in the official person-
nel file of an adverse nature over three (3) years old, may, upon
the employee's written request, be removed from the official
personnel file by mutual agreement of the employee and the Chief
of Police. This does not preclude the earlier removal of such
material by mutual agreement of the employee and the Chief of
Police.
ARTICLE 6 -- COMPENSATION
6.1 The Town shall compensate all employees pursuant to the
following salary schedule for the period commencing January I,
1999 and ending December. 31, 2001. Except as hereinafter provid-
ed, the base salary for this period for each member of the Union
of the rank of Police Officer and Probationary Police Officer
shall be equivalent to the step on the following salary schedule
which coincides with his or her number of years of experience in
. the Police Department of the Town of Bethlehem. The compensation
of each member of the Union shall be increased to the next higher
step on the salary schedule on the anniversary date of his or her
appointment to the Police Department of the Town of Bethlehem or
appointment to the position of Detective or Sergeant. The compen-
sation of each member shall be paid on every other Friday through-
out the year.
. .
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'Posi tion 3%1999
Probationary
Police Officer
Starting Salary
Police Officer
1 full year
of Service
$32,296
37,592
Police Officer
2 full years
of Service 38,861
Police Officer
3 full years
of Service 40,196
Police Officer
4 full 'years
of Service 41,579
Police Officer'
5 full years
of Service 43,316
Police Officer
6 years
of Service 44,809
Detective Step 1
Beginning salary 45,943
Step 2 -
Completion of
one full year 48.,379
Sergeant Step 1
Beginning salary 48,614
Step 2
Completion of
one full year 50,290
Step 3
Completion of
two full years 52,025
3%
2000
$33,265
38,720
40,027
41,402
42,821)
44,615
46,153
47,321
49,830
50,072
51,799
53,586
3%
2001
$34,263
39,881
41,228
42,644
44,111
45,954
47,538
48,741
51,325
51,575
53,353
55,193
6.2 Any member designated as Detective Sergeant shall
be compensated $1,250 for the year, in addition to the salary
of Sergeant. .
. .
.' "t.':
. .
"I'.. -,
. .
'.. "I. . r ".
: .~::, .~: ~-:: ;:. !. :r~::
'~.:'¥:~~;~~~: : :.
~...
1999 2000 2001
Seven years $1150 $1150 $1150
Ten years $1500 $1500 $1500
Fourteen years. $1900 $1900 $1900
Eighteen years $2350 $2350 $2350
Twenty years $3000 $3300 $3600
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6.3 Any member designated as a Detective Supervisor
and who does not hold the rank of Sergeant shall be compensat-
ed $1,250 for the year in addition to the salary of Detective.
6.4 A. Any member designated as Administrative Ser-
geant shall be compensated $1,000 for the year, in addition
to the salary of Sergeant in lieu of an on call allowance.
B. Any member designated as a full time K-9 offi-
cer or Youth Bureau officer shall be compensated $1,000 for
the year, in addition to the salary of police officer in lieu
of an on call allowance.
c. Any member designated as a Detective shall be
comp~nsated $1,000 for the year, in addition to the salary of
Detective in lieu of an on call allowance.
6.5 In addition to the compensation paid to members
pursuant to sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, the Town shall
pay each member a longevity increment to be added to his or
her annual base salary pursuant to the following schedule.
Such longevity increments shall be added to.and included in
the member's annual salary on the anniversary date of his or
her appointment in accordance with the following table:
6.6 In addition to the compensation computed in accor-
dance with sections 6.1 through 6.5 the Town shall pay an
Educational Increment in addition to his or her annual base
salary in accordance with the following schedule to each
member who shall be "qualified therefore. .
A. All members having received an Associates De-
gree from an accredited college or university shall receive
an additional $500.
B. All members having ~ecelved a Bachelor'~ ,Degree
from an accredited college or university shall receive an
additional $1,000. .
c. The education increment shall become effective
th~ next payroll period following..the Police Officer having
receiv~d either of th..~forementioned degrees and.shown proof
of receipt at that degr~e to' the .Chief.::()f Police".or'Jiis/her
designee.'
-~,.
. ..~
'-"
: ~: ':~.:' ,.
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6.7 Overtime
A. All members shall receive overtime pay at the
rate of one and one-half times straight regular. hourly pay
for all hours of work performed in excess of eight hours per
day or over 40 hours in a work week. Payment for such over-
time shall be made in the next payroll period following the
period in which the overtime was worked. Overtime work shall
be any hours of'work authorized by the Chief of Police or
his/her designee in excess of a member's tour of duty.
B. Payment of overtime shall be subject to submis-
sion of a claim form and proper certification by the Chief of
Police or his/her designee as to the number of hours worked
and the reason therefore including certification in the form
of production of'the legal process or other appropriate veri-
fication of attendance.
C. Compensation for hours worked on the legal
holiday~ hereinafter described shall be at overtime rate'of
one and one-half times straight regular hourly pay.
D. EliQibilitv for Overtime
1) Sergeants, by seniority in rank shall have
first choice of overtime for a regular eight hour patrol
shift when there is no Sergeant on the shift.
2) Officers by seniority shall be eligible for
overtime for a regular eight hour patrol shift when necessary.
3) Overtime that occurs within four hours of
the start of the.next regular shift shall be first offered to
the Sergeant or officer (as the need dictates), scheduled to
work on that next shift and thereafter, by seniority.
4) Special details that include overtime shall
be manned as.determined by the Chief of Police or his/her
designee. Eligibility for special detail overtime shall be
by seniority. Supervisors shall be eligible for overtime on
special detai'l only when a 'supervisor~~s.required, or when no
officer will.take; the aval1ablef{overtfliie~'~ '!>~~:.t.,'k""'"- . .
. ~
'. -: ::-.::>. .
- - ~'(.. .
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6.8 Recall
A. Any member who is recalled to duty after having
completed
.,~~.~or her .~~ur. of duty an4:.\~~~turn~. ..~~m"",8hall
receive fou~ hours compensation and 8~rl be credited with
having worked four hours recall whether h~ remains the dura-
tion of the four hours or not, or ~hall be paid the longest
period of time he remainswhicheverIs greater. .
B. .Any member recalled to duty on a Vehicle. and
Traffic matter after having completedhls or her tout of duty
.and re_turned. home: to .appear in Town_~ Court.:>ln tbe':Town~':of
':'i ..".
..
'.
~
to'"
<It:,,~., 'j ;'....Bethleh~aq h.~~J. ~ec.~ive four hOU~';I~~_H".~io~~:.,nd 8~~~1 be
credi tEKJ::'.:~!~'fMy1.nCJ . ,,"orked" tq~r ~~~t~.,~'~...~~~J; '.~~'re.;.
.
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mains the duration of the four hours or not, or shall be paid
the longest period of time he remains whichever is greater.
C. A member recalled to duty who. is recalled with-
in four hours of the commencement of his or her shift shall
receive only that time which he or she works.
D. The four hour recall shall apply to days off,
vacation days off or co~pensatory days off.
E. No member will be required to remain on duty
unless extraordinary circumstances exist. Short shifts shall
not be covered by a member on recall, but shall be covered by
a member who is called in to cover the vacancy.
6.9 In the event that any member is promoted to a
higher classification, either permanent or provisional, he or
she shall be compensated at the rate coinciding with such
higher classification on the salary schedule contained in
section 6.1, in addition to such other compensation to which
he may be entitled pursuant to Sections 6.2 through 6.6. Such
compensation.shall be paid on the first day of the normal pay
period next following the ratification of nis or her appoint-
ment by the Town Board. The Town shall consider and decide
the recommendation for such appointment to such higher classi-
fication by the Chief of Police or his designee within two
months after such recommendation is made.
6.10 AII'members who are designated on the roster of
the Police Department as "Detec~ive" or "School Resource
Officer" or who otherwise have been so designated as "Detec-
tive" or "School Resource Officer" by the Chief of Police,
with the approval of the Town Board, and who actually pe~form
that function primarily, shall receive an additional '$1,000,
annually, in a separate check, as compensation for clothing
required for the .performance of the detective function. Such
check shall be tendered to such member within 30 days of his
or her appointment, or within the first 30 days of each year
of this Agreement, whichever is earlier'. The clothing so
,purchased shall be the sole property of the member.
6.11 A member who is designated as an "Officer in
Charge" of a s.hift by the Chief of Police shall be compensat-
ed at the rate of twelve dollars per shift, for each shift so
designated.
6.12 Shift Differential
A. Employees regularly scheduled to work the 3:00
pm - 11:00 pm shift shall receive a l' shift differential, in
1999, computed on the annual ,salary, for all such regularly
scheduled "bid" shifts., The differential shall be 1 1/2' in
2000, and 2' in 2001.
':~
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B. Employees regularly scheduled to work the 11:00
pm - 7:00 am shift shall receive a 2% shift differential in
1999, computed on the annual salary, for all such regularly
scheduled "bid" shifts. The differential shall be 2 1/2% in
2000, and 3% in 2001. '
C. An employee not regularly assigned to one of
the shifts set forth in this section shall not receive the
shift differen~iai if for any reason he or she works such
shifts.
6.13 Lineup
Commencing January 1, 1998, all patrol officers will be
required to report 15 minutes before the start of their.
, regularly scheduled patrol shifts. They shall receive over-
time pay in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and provisions of this agreement for time actually worked.
If for any reason a patrol officer does not work a regularly
scheduled shift or does not report for the 15 minutes lineup,
he or she shall not receive compensation for such 15 min-
utes. The Town and the Union agree that procedures governing
such lineups shall be established by the Chief of Police
through the use of the labor/management ,committee process set
forth in Section 2.7 of this Agreement. A patrol officer who
has already commenced work prior to the start of their regu-
larly scheduled patrol shifts, or is receiving compensation
for recall pursuant to Section 6.8 above, shall not also be
eligible to receive compensation for 'such 15 minutes.
6.14 The Town and the Union hereby agree to make avail-
able to the members of the bargaining unit represented by the
Union a Deferred Compensation Plan to be developed by the
Town and to be put into effect no later than January 1, 1997.
6.15 Any action taken by a member on his or her time
off in response to an occurrence taking place in his or her
presence which would be appropriate action if on duty shall
be considered action subject to compensation and benefits for
actual time worked as if on regularly scheduled duty.
6.16 Where the Chief designates an officer to act as a
Field Training Officer, such an indiviQual shall receive a
stipend of $750.00 fo~ this assignment, paid upon the comple-
tion of said assignment. Ho~ever, the Chief's designation
shall be in his sole discretion, and made without regard to
seniority, and shall not be grievable.
ARTICLE'7 --,VACATION,
. .
, 7.1 Each member who.~hall have completed one (1) year
of service shall receive eleven days vacation with pay; each
member who shall have completed five (5) years of. service
shall receive sixteen days vacation with pay; each member who'
shall have c~letect ten (10) years of~'8e~lce shall 'recei ve
twenty-one days vac.~~.~n with pay; each:,.e~t:~'~ti~ shall , have
completed-.';.flft.e:en,( l'~tj;.;-~S of servlc.~/~Ml1~~:~~eive twenty-
.
.~
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two days vacation with pay; each member who shall have com-
pleted sixteen (16) years of service shall receive twenty-
three days vacation with pay; each member who shall have
completed seventeen (17) years of service shall receive
twenty-four days vacation with pay; each member who shall
have completed eighteen (18) years of service shall receive
twenty-five days vacation with pay; each member who shall
have completed nineteen (19) years of service shall receive
twenty-six days vacation with pay; each member who shall have
completed twenty (20) years of service shall receive twenty-
seven days vacation with pay., After six months of service a
member may apply to the Chief of Police or his designee for
the use of up to five days of accumulated vacation provided,
however,' that if such member leaves Town service before the
one year of service, upon such termination of service, he or
she shall repay any vacation pay received pursuant to this
section.
7.2 Vacation time off for Sergeants shall be deter-
mined by seniority in rank, and subject to the reasonable
operating needs of the Town.
7.3 A member entitled to vacation benefits who re-
signs, retires or dies shall be entitled to receive an amount
equivalent to his or her vacation accumulation, computed on
the basis of his'or her straight time rate of pay.
7.4 In the event a member is unable to utilize vaca-
tion. because of an on-the-job injury or the direction of the
Town, unused vacation leave may be carried over to the next
year with the approval of the Chief of Police. Otherwise,
vacation time is non-cummulative and cannot be carried over
from one year to another. '
7.5 Vacations during July, August and November shall
be taken only in one week blocks (a week being defined as
those five days falling between a member's regular days
off). Provided that single days may be permitted in the sole
discretion of the Chief of Police and subject to the operat-
ing needs of the department.
ARTICLE 8 --' HOLIDAYS
8.1 The legal holidays hereinafter referred to shall
be as follows:
..r .
New Year' 8 Day
.
Martin Luther King,'$
Lincoln's Birthday
,Washington's Birthday
Easter Sunday
Memorial Day
Independence, Day _
,
'.
,~r Day
"Col~ua .pay
Ele~tton.Q'.Y .
ve~~ran.'2(':£)~iy
'.
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. . .
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Birthday
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Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
8.2 When one of the holidays enumerated here in above
in section 8. 1 falls on a member's regularly schedu'ledday of
work, said member shall receive, in addition to his normal
day's pay, one day of compensatory time off. Such compensato-
ry day shall be taken at a time agreeable to the Chief of
Police or his designee.
here
off,
off.
able
8.3 When one of the holidays enumerated in Section 8.1
in above falls on a member's regularly scheduled day
such member shall receive one day of compensatory time
Such compensatory day shall be taken at a time agree-
to the Chief of Police or his designee.
8.4 Any member may elect to be paid in lieu of time
off for a maximum of seven compensation days in the calendar
year. Such days will be designated by the member by December
1 for payment at straight time rate before Christmas in the
current year.
ARTICLE 9 -- UNPAID LEAVE OF ABSENCE
9..1 Eliqibilitv
A. A leave of absence without pay, not to exceed
one year, may be granted to a permanent employee by the Chief
of Police, or the Town Supervisor. The granting of such
leave is in the sole and unreviewable discretion of the Town.
B. During a leave of absence without pay, subject
to and consistent with the group health insurance plan, cover-
age may be continued provided direct payment by the employee
of the total premium is made, through the Town Comptroller.
Failure to make timely premiums will result in cancellation
of coverage. .
9.2 Application for Leaves
A. Any request for a leave of absence without pay
shall be submitted to the Chief of Police. The reque8t~shall
state the reason the leave is being requested and the appro-
priate length of time off the employee desires.
B. A reply from the Chief of Police concerning the
leave of absence without pay shall be furni~hed to the 'employ-
ee in writing'with!!) teri working days. . , ..' . .
c. Upon the expiration of a leave of absenc'e 'with-
out pay, reasonable efforts will be made to reinstate the
employee 'to the position occupied at the time the leave was
granted, -with the restoration of all. benefits, in~lud~ng
seniority, and credits previously earne4 and enjoyed~~ Bene-
fits.,."'seniorl:ty and credits shall not be' eaj;ned durfng th~
time the employee is 00',.4.lea.ve of.absence.
'.
-"
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9.3 Familv and Medical Leave
The Town and the Union hereby agree that the
family and medical leave of absence policy set forth in
Appendix A of this Agreement shall be a part of this Agree-
ment and shall apply to the members of the bargaining unit
represented by the Union.
ARTICLE 10 -- SICK LEAVE
10.1 Sick leave is provided for a non-duty related
injury, illness or disability which renders a member unable
to perform the duties of his/her position. While on sick
leave a member will restrict his/her outside activity to that
which is reasonably expected of someone with such illness, .
injury or disability.
10.2 The Chief of Police or his or her designee shall
have the right at any time to require proof of the need to
utilize sick leave, which shall'include a written verifica-
tion from the member's physician of record. In the event a
member is absent in each of two consecutive years for more
than 10 days without providing written verification from the
members physician of record, such verification shall be re-
quired for each day of subsequent absence.
10.3 Abuse of sick leave shall be cause for the imposi-
tion of discipline.
10.4 Catastrophic Sick Time
A. For the purpose of this 'section, the following
terms are defined:
1. Sick Day
- any scheduled 8 hour shift which an
officer is unable to work due to non-duty related injury
or illness; or, any 8 hour accumulation of time which an
officer is unable to work due to non-duty related injury
or illness.
'
/
.. ..
. .
'4. Catastrophic Sick Tlme~{.~.Slck., time due .to
non-duty' injury or illness or inj~ry which exceeds 30
calendar days and up ,to one caleddar year. '
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B.. Eliqibili tv
1. Members employed before 1/1/93
a. Covered through 12/31/95
b. Covered after 12/31/95 only if unexcused
sick time incidents did not exceed 6.per year
for calendar 1993 and 1994.
c. Maintain eligibility if unexcused sick
time incidents do not exceed 6 per calendar
year in 2 out of 3 of the latest calendar years
of employment..
2. Members hired after 1/1/93
a. To accumulate sick time at the rate of
1/2 day per pay period (13 days/year), during
first two calendar years of employment.
b. Upon completion of two.calendar years of
employment a member becomes eligible for the
Catastrophic Sick time benefit only if unex-
cused sick time incidents did not exceed 6 per
.year.
c. Maintenance of eligibility is same as
B-l.c above.
C. Loss of Eliqibilitv
1.. Review of sick time records for the-
purpose of determining eligibility for catastroph-
ic sick time shall be made on January 1st of e~ch
year. . .
2a. Members employed prior to 3/1/88, who
lose their eligibility for the catastrophic sick
time benefit will have an established bank'of sick
time of 90 days on January 1st and accrue addition-
al sick time at the rate of 1/2.day per pay period
to a maximum of 140 days.
.
.b. Members employed on or after 3/1/88, who
lose their eligibility for the catastrophic sick
time benefit will be credited with all sick leave
time accumulated prior' to their coverage' 'by the
catastrophic sick time beneflt and shall accrue
additional sick time at the rate of'1/2 day per
pay period to a maximum of 140 days. .
. 3. Members 'who become 'ineligibl~ for the
"catastrophic..siCk time benefit may regain eligibil-
ity on JanuarY 1st, based on the review of sick
time reco~d8 and conformance with B1.c aboye.
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ARTICLE 11 -- PERSONAL LEAVE
11.1 All members shall receive four (4) personal leave
days which shall be scheduled within the unit on the basis of
length of service by rank and subject to the reasonable oper-
ating needs of the Town.
ARTICLE 12 -- BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
12.1 In the event of the death of a member's spouse,
child, parent, step-parent, sibling, step-brother or sister,
grandparents, father-in-law, mother-in-law, sister-in-law,
brother-In-law, domestic partner, or any other relative
permanently domiciled in the member's household, the member
shall be granted up to four days of bereavement leave of
absence with pay. The member shall be paid at his regular
rate of pay for each day of funeral leave that falls within
his regularly scheduled tour of duty.
12.2 In .extreme circumstances, at the sole discretion
of the ChIef of Police, a longer leave of absenriemay be
granted. The said leave shall be without reduction in payor
vacation time or sick or personal leave.
ARTICLE 13 -- MILITARY LEAVE
13.1 A member, required as a Reservist or National
Guard member to S$rve on active duty shall receive up to 30
calendar days or 22 work days, whichever is greater, with
pay, per year for ordered military duty.
Other than in the case of an emergency, a member shall
provide no less than ten (10) days notice of the commencement
of such military duty and further, shall provide two (2)
copies of specific orders at the time such military leave is
being requested.
ARTICLE 14 -- JURY DUTY LEAVE
14.1 A member shall be granted time off with pay for
jury duty. The member will receive the same compensation
which would be received during a normal work week with no
allowance tor overtime. A member called for jury duty must.
notify the Chief of Police in a timely manner.
ARTICLE 15 -- CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION
15. 1 wh,eri"'aDepartmental promo'tional' :~xamination is
held during,..4' member's regularly scheduled work hours, he/she
will be ~llowed' time off with pay for the purpose of taking
such examination. Such right may be exercised only once
during the term of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 16 -- RETIREMER'l'
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Firemen's Retirement System. The choice of such plan shall
be at the sole option of the member provided that such choice
be made in accordance with the laws, rules and regulations
governing such plans.
A. The Town shall continue to pay the full cost
of the Retirement Plan in effect for members on December 31,
1975, for those members who elect to remain in it; and further
B. The Town shall pay the cost of a 25 year
half pay Retirement Plan pursuant to Section 384 of the Re-
tirement and Social Security Law for those members who elect
it. Effective January I, 1989 the Town shall pay the cost of
a 20-year, half-pay retirement plan under section 384-d of
such law for those members who elect it.
C. The Town shall pay the cost of the final
year average option under Section 302 (9)d, of such law for
those eligible members who elect it.
ARTICLE 17 -- INSURANCE
17.1 The Town shall provide for all members and their
dependents such medical and hospitalization insurance plan, or
plans that are currently in force and effect. The Town may
change such medical and hospitalization insurance plan or
plans that are currently in force and effect so long as the
benefits, the deductible amount and the share of cost to the
employees are equivalent to the current plan. '
The dependent contribution for 1999 and 2000, will be
13% of the total monthly premium. The dependent contribution
will increase to 15\ in 2001.
The prescription drug co-payment for 1999 and 2000 will
be $5/$10 (generic/name brand), and $5/$20 in 2001.
17.2 The Town shall provide 'a Dental Care program for
all members in accordance with the terms provided by the
present' carrier. The Town will pay the "employee" portion
and members with family coverage under the Hew York medical
insurance plan will pay "dependent" cost
.~
b~"'~'
17.3 The Town shall provide indemni'fication from liabil-
ity of, police officers for alleged negligence while t~e
employee wa~ acting in the performance of his duties and
wi t;.~,~~
':'"the scope of ,,~i,semployme.J\t con8iste~t ~lt~ t~t",~own
t s
mandatory obligations pursuant to General Municipal'~~
,50-j. The Town, in it.sdiscretion" may elect to prov~,de
indemnification from liability from a judgment for punitive
or exemplary damages arising ,from a negligent act while an,
employee was acting 1n the proper discharge of his dut~es and
w1.thln the scope of his ~ployment 'l,tthe 'Town throuCJh;~',reason-
,
able efforts, is able to purchase insurance at a reasonable
cost'to ~cover such ,lndemniflcation~"f.,~:~A;1<." ~,,'>I-' ,
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17.4 The Town shall provide an Employee Assistance
Program as ~ benefit for employees and their family members
which will provide limited free, confidential, professional
assistance for a wide range of personal problems which m~y
affect the quality of their work and personal lives.. The
town will provide counseling to any member involved in an
incident occurring while on duty and within the scope of
employment that causes the member undue stress, if requested
by the member. A counselor who specializes in police inci-
dents will be provided, if available, if requested by the
member.
17.5 Alternate Benefit in Lieu of Health Insurance
In a situation where an employee is able to decline
individual health insurance, and can obtain health insurance
through their spouse, the town will pay an annual amount of
$500 to the employee in lieu of,the health insurance.cover-
age, payable in a separate check in January, after one year
of declined coverage. New employees hired between January 1
and June 30 are entitled to $250, payable the following
January. The election to decline coverage must be done
during the town's .annual open enrollment period (each Novem-
ber), or at ,the time of employment for new hires. Elections
are effective for a one year term and may not be changed, '
except for a change in family circ~stances which causes the
di~continuance of the spouse's health insurance. Rei~state-
ment of insurance may depend.on qualifications set by the
insurance carrier and is not guaranteed. If an employee has
elected to waive coverage and leaves during the year after
having completed six-months of service, the town will pay
$250 to the separating employee.
ARTICLE 18 -- DEATH BENEFITS
18.1 Unused compensatory time, overtime, holiday and
vacation pay shall be paid over to the Department member's
surviving spouse or estate within 30 days of the termination
of employment because of death.
18.2 The Town shall provide each member with term life
insurance in the amount of $10,000, payable to a beneficiary
.
named by the member. Implementation of this ,sectionmay be
governed by a separate agreement between the parties, which
separate agreement shall be attached hereto and made a part
hereof. .
18.3
.
The town ,.shall pay a l\illlpsum' death .benefit equal
to the member"s annual salary at the time of d~ath ta th~
surviving spouse, or if none, to the surviving children, or
if none to a surviving parent of a member who is killed in
the line.of duty (defined as death caused by criminal action
or motor vehicle 'accident).
...
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dent), the Town shall pay for customary and usual funeral
expenses.
ARTICLE 19 -- UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
19.1 The Town will provide all leather'gear and equip-
ment, including all firearms and reasonable ammunition for
all members of the Police Department. The Town will replace
all equipment as needed.
19.2 The Town will further provide all uniforms and
protective clothing, including shoes and boots as needed, to
all members.
19.3 The Town shall provide reasonable repair and main-
tenance of all equipment and clothing hereinabove provided.
19.4 The Town shall repair or replace at current market
value eyeglasses, watches (not to exceed $100), prosthetics
and articles of clothing not issued by the Town of members
which are damaged or destroyed in the !ine of duty within ten
days after notification and production of the property for
inspection by the Chief of Police or his designee and title
to such replaced property vests with the employee.
19.5 The Town will'provide summer and winter clothing
as determined by the Chief of Police.
19.6 Title to the foregoing items, other than items of
personal property of members of the Union which are replaced
or'repaired pursuant to Section 19.4 hereinabove, shall re-
main in the Town.
ARTICLE 20 -- SENIORITY
20.1 Seniority shall be determined by the employee's
length of service as a Bethlehem Police Officer in the Bethle-
hem Police Department with credit .tobe.allowed for service
in the armed forces, if the member is inducted in said armed
forces subsequent to employment.
Senlor~ty for Patrol se~~ants or Detectlve8;,.ball
be determined by the employee's' iength of .servic'e 8S Sergeant
or Detective. .' .;,.; ", .
.-"
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20.2 In determining preference for the purpo8.:~cif.selec-
tion of vacati~.ns",(~s~ig~~,!-~8'", s~itt8., ~nd ~~Y:8 ~,~fi.\:~~~~~q~i-
ty 1n the higher rank will control" subject to the. appro~al
of .the Chief of Police.. '; . - '.' .
20.3 The Chief' may, in'his sale discretion, upon a
request from the Detective's Office for such 8s8ietance with
a follow-up investiga.tion,. .d..1gnate an investlqatt'lng. o(,f.tc'er
to assist in this .investigation. ,~'rhep.rt1es acJ~eitth'a~~!ch
designation 's~'al1not ~l}Jrievabl~.~:..:~y:::.~~t~er of,'fice'r<"~~_~~'( .
plai~i.~~.
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overtime opportunity lost resulting therefrom whether based
upon the complaining officer's seniority or otherwise.
ARTICLE 21 -- ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATIONS
21.1 The security of the Town and its citizens depends
to a great extent upon the manner in which the members per-
form their manifold duties. Members of the Department are
public officers and the performance of their duties involves
the exercise of a portion of the police power of the State.
The performance of such duties involves those members in all
manner of contacts and relationships with the public.
21.2 Out of such contacts and relationships there may
arise questions concerning the actions of members of the
force.' The integrity of the Department and its members must
be preserved if the obligation to the Town and its citizens
is to be fulfilled. Conduct by a member which raises ques-
tions about his integrity or the propriety of his performance
may call into public question the integrity of every member
of the Department. It is, therefore, the responsibility of
the Chief of Police to investigate promptly and thoroughly
every complaint and accusation made against. a member in order
to protect that member, the Department and the people of the
Town. .
21.3 It is the responsibility of the Chief of Police
and of those officers designated by him or her to conduct
such investigations and to do so in a manner conducive .to
good order and discipline. It is the responsibility of all
members involved or participating to assure that all such
investigations are conducted fairly and. impartially. It is
the.responsibility of all members to assist and expedite such
investigations and, when requested by investigating officers,
to furnish information or to give statements as witnesses.
It 1s the responsibility of any member who is the subject of
the investigation to give a responsive accounting of his
public trust. To fulfill each of such responsibilities,
investigations are to be conducted according to the following
'procedure. .
A. In the course of a member's duties, occa-
sions will arise when there is a need for inqui~ into a
member's official actions or activities either as a'principal
or as a witness so' that there will be a.recording of facts,
for the prQtection of the member or of the Department, ore to
rebut, explaln'6r clarify any allegations, criticls~'or com-
~~:~~;:r::~:sa~~am:~~:rr~:~~~~:t~xp~~~~ i~Ch
properly-respond-'and 1f regueste~, submit wr~~~~n memor~nda
detallinq all naces_ary facts. Such memoranda 'will.not be
considered as admi8s1ons~ against self-~ntere8t in evidence
submitted in a.d1~~lplinary p~oceedinq, unless the member was
offered the. repX!.e...nt~tlon to' which' he ~18' .$ntl'tled in an
interrogation purs,il~t::.to' Paragraph .2.8(:6). bel~w. .
'.
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'./;~:;'~:.':..f.':'~'<~:~:~%f? :y.: }:~!:~:,. ;:. .' :';;r.~';':"~;~r'
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a principal or as a witness, the procedural requirements as
set forth below shall be followed.
(1) The questioning of the member shall be
at a reasonable hour, preferably when the member is on duty,
and during daylight hours, unless the exigencies of the inves-
tigation dictate otherwise. .A member's tour may be changed
without penalty in order to comply with this paragraph.
(2) The questioning, shall take place at a
location designated by the investigating officer and shall
usually take place at the Police Department.
(3) The member shall be informed of the
nature of the investigation before any questioning commences
and shall be afforded an opportunity to have a Union represen-
tative present. Sufficient information to reasonably apprise
the member of the allegations should be provided. If it is
known that the member being questioned is a witness only, he
or she shall be so informed.
(4) The-questioning shall be completed with
reasonable dispatch. Reasonable respites shall be allowed.
Time shall be provided for personal necessities, meals, tele-
phone calls and reasonable rest periods.
(5) The member shall not be subjected to
any offensive language, nor shall he or she be threatened
with transfer, dismissal or other disciplinary punishment.
No promise of reward shall be made as an inducement to answer-
, ing questions. Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibit-
ing the investigating officer from informing the member that
his or her conduct can become the subject of disciplinary
action resulting in disciplinary punishment.
(6) In all cases where it is known before
the questioning commences that a member is to be questioned
concerning an alleged violation which, ,ifproven, may result
in criminal charges, he or she shall be afforded a reasonable
opportunity and facilities to contact and consult privately
with an attorney of his own choosing or,a Union representa-
tive before being questioned, provided, however that the
interrogation shall not be delayed for more than two hours
for an attorney to be present. An attorney or Union represen-
tative may be present during the questioning, but 'may not
participate in the questioning except "to counsel the member.
This questioning may be adjourned fo'rde rea8ona~le time to
permit the meinber to consult an attorney'. -.':
~ ,.
';-\
("7) If a member is under arrest or'is'like-
ly to be, that is, if,he is a suspect o~ the target of a
crimina~ investigation, he shall be advised of his constitu-
tional rights.
.
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ARTICLE 22 -- DISCIPLINE
22.1 Exclusive Procedure
Discipline for incompetency and misconduct shall be
imposed upon employees otherwise subject to the provisions of
Section 7S and 76 of the Civil Service Law only pursuant to
this Article, and the procedure and remedies herein provided
shall apply in lieu of the procedure and remedies prescribed
by such sections of the Civil Service Law which shall not
apply to employees. This disciplinary. procedure is not appli-
cable to review removal from a probationary appointment, coun-
seling memoranda or unsatisfactory performance evaluations.
22.2 Disciplinarv Procedure
A. Discipline shall be imposed only for just
cause. Where the Employer seeks the imposition of a loss of
leave credits or other privilege, written reprimand,' fine,
uspension without pay, reduction in grade, or dismissal from
service, notice of such discipline shall be made in writing
and served, in person, or by registered or certified mail,
upon the employee. The conduct for which discipline is being
imposed and the penalty proposed shall be specified in the
notice. The notice served on the employee shall contain a
detailed description of the alleged acts and conduct includ-
ing reference to dates, times and places, and if the Employer
claims that ~he employee has qeen charged with a crime for
the alleged acts, the notice of discipline must identify the
specific section of the Penal Law or other $tatute which the
Employer claims the employee has been charged with violating,
if known by the Employer. The employee shall be provided
with two copies of the notice which shall include the state-
ment, "You are provided. two copies in order that one may be
given to your representative. Your Union representative is
. Town of Bethlehem Police Union, Local 3364, Council 82,.
AFSCME."
B. The Union shall be notified of the name of the
employee in writing within 24 hours of the service of a no-
tice of discipline'.
C. The penalty proposed will 'be implemented unless
the employee (1) fil~s a disciplinary grievance within ten
(10) days of service of discipline, or (2) having timely
filed a grievance, files a timely appeal to disciplinary
arbitration or (3) having timely appealed a dis~ipl~nary
arbitration, to the.extent ordered by.the DisciplinarY Arbi-
trator or pursuant to a settlement.
D. The notice of.discipline may be the subject of
a disciplinary grievance which shall be served upon the Chief
of Police in person or by reg~stered or ce~tified ~~.~ ~ithin
14 days'.' of the date of the not-ice of. dl clp~~ne ~y .t~~;employ-
ee or the 'Union
8.1"
The employee o~ .,.the:'U~~t~:..hall. ~i~ntltled
to a meeting to,.pre'sent .his pos~t.i9n t~":::~.~~Chl~!:~:_of.:~~olice,
or' his c;t.~8~gne~ /.W~~~~~~q.::?.~d_~~.. o~..};~~'. ,r~elp~.:'.. 9f::;~~~,~+,~.1£-
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nary grievance and upon consideration of such position, the
Chief of Police shall advise the Union of his/her response in
writing by registered or certified mail within seven days, of
such meeting. If the disciplinary grievance is not settled
or otherwise resolved, the employee or Union shall be enti-
tled to a meeting to present his/her position to the Supervi-
sor or his/her designee within seven days of the service of
the Chief of Police's response, and upon consideration of
such position, the Supervisor shall advise the Union of
his/her response in writing by registered or certified mail
within seven days of such meeting.
E. If the disciplinary grievance is not settled
or otherwise resolved, it may be appealed to disciplinary
arbitration by the employee or the Union within 10 days of
the service of the Supervisor's response. Notice of appeal
to disciplinary arbitration shall be served, by personal
service, registered 9r certified mail, with the New York
State Public Employment Relations Board, with a copy to the
Supervisor. '
F. The Employer and the Union agree that the disci-
plinary arbltrato~ ,shall be selected pursuant to the volun-
tary arbitration rules of procedure of the Public Employment
Relations Board.
G. The disciplinary arbitrator shall be requested
to render his/her decision within 14 days of the date of the
arbitration hearing, or within 14 days of the submission date
of any written briefs, should such be required. The volun-
tary arbitration rules of procedure of the Public Employment
Relations Board shall be used in conducting all arbitration
hearings.
H. Either party wishing a transcript at a discipli-
nary arbitration hearing may provide for one at its expense
and shall provide a 'copy to the arbitrator and the other
party. Unless mutually agreed otherwise, transcripts must be
requested prior to the first day of a disciplinary arbitra-
tion..
The request for a transc'ript by a party shall
not serve to delay the time within which a disciplinary
arbitrator shall render his/her decision absent the other
parties' consent to extend the arbitrator's time. Party
requesting transcript will be responsible for payment.
, ,
-
, ,
~ I~~'Di8'c-lpl"1narY arbitrators shall confl~e 'them-
selves to det~~inations of ,guilt or innocence and the appro-
priateness of propos'ed penalties.' Disciplinary arbitrators
shall ne~ther add to, 8ubt~act from nor modify the provisions
of this Agreem.nt. The disciplinary arbitrator's decisions
with r~~pec~, t~"CJUilt or innocenc~"penalty, or probable
'. .
cause for ~~~~sion"pur~~ant tQ,~ec~~Qn, 22.4 of thi~ Arti- . '
cle, shall ~;:~~'ilia'l-and:,:'~"l~d'lnCJ"upon tft.' partie~, and the' ,
di8C.lpli,~ary: 'a~~.t;t~4~O'~~~;.:,..pproy., 'disappr,ove or 'take any
other "appropriate 'actl"oti'~'wah:int8d under' the'::':cl'rcumstaric8s" .
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including, but not.limited to, ordering reinstatement and
back pay for all or part of the period of suspension. If the
disciplinary arbitrator, upon review, finds probable cause
for the suspension, he may consider such suspension in deter-
mining the penalty to be imposed.
J. All fees and expenses of the arbitrator, if
any, shall be divided equally between the Employer and the
Union or between the Employer and the employee if such employ-
ee chooses not to be represented by the Union. Each party
.
shall bear the costs of preparing .and presenting its own
case. The estimated arbitrator's fee and expenses and esti-
mated expenses of the arbitration may be collected in advance
of the hearing.
K. In the event that any employee against whom
disciplinary charg~s are brought by the Employer elects to be
represented by any party other than the Union, such employee
shall be individually responsible for all expenses which are
incurred in connection with such disciplinary proceeding~
22.3 Settlements
A disciplinary grievance may be settled at any
time following the service of a notice of discipline. The
terms of the settlement shall be reduced to writing. An
employee offered such a settlement shall be offered a reason-
able opportunity to h~ve his atiorney or a Union representa-
tive present before 'he is required to execute it.' The Union
shall be provided with a copy of'any settlement within 24
hours of its execution.
22.4 Suspension Before Notice of Discipline
A. Prior to issuing a notice of.discipline or the
exhaustion of the disciplinary grievance procedure provided
for in this Article, an employee may be suspended without pay
by the Employer only pursuant to paragraphs (1) or (2) below. ....
1. The Employer may suspend without pay an
emp~oyee.when the Employer determines that ther~ .is probable
cause that such employee's continued presence o~ ~>:~hejob'I"
represents a potenti~l danger ~o ~J;'sons oJ; pro~~~y .or:..~uld.
severely interfere with its .operations.. . Such~ de~~~~n~~::.._£~~~<~::~~~1'~'
shall be r~~!_~~~le by.a. disciplina.ry arbltrato~'t~~~~~A. ne~~~~'
".
.,'
~f discipline' shall be served no latertha~r seven~.~Clays\'follow-
ing: .any: JI~.~~~.:..~!18pen8"'o,-".>:
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'2'. Th~ Emp'loyer may suspend"'wlfhout .pay a~~ .
employee charged with the commission of. a crime.' Suc~ employ-
ee shall notify the 'Employer in writing of the d18po81~lon of
any criminal charge:includinq,a certified copy of' such dlspo-
s'itionwlthin seven days thereof. ":Wlthin. 30i.:.daY~.'..foll()Wln9.~
suc~ suspenl;1f<?n,. under~hi~,,:~r~.ovisl~n'I':,,~;-.. !Jr
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shall be reinstated. with back pay. Nothing in this paragraph
shall. limit the right of the Employer to take disciplinary
action during the pendency of criminal proceedings.
3. When an employee has been suspended without
pay, the Chief of Police and Supervisor meetings may be
waived by the employee or by the Union with the consent of
the employee at the time of filing the disciplinary griev-
ance. In the event of such waiver, the employee or the Union
shall file the grievance form within the prescribed time
limits for filing the disciplinary grievance directly with
PERB. The case shall be given priority in assignment.
4A An employee who is charged with the commission
of a crime, suspended without pay and subsequently not found
guilty and against whom no disciplinary action is taken for
the incident in question, sha~l be reinstated with full back
pay.
B. A registered or certified letter notify-
ing the Union of any suspension under paragraph 20.4 a above
shall be sent within one day, excluding Saturdays, Sundays
and. holIdays.
C. Back Pay Award
Where an employee is awarded back pay, the amount
to be reimbursed shall not be>offset by any wages earned by
the employee during the period of.his suspension. An award
of back pay shall be deemed to include reimbursement of'all
other benefits including the accrual of leave credits and
holiday leave.
22.5 Union Representation
An emp!oyee shall be entitled to be represented by
the Union or by private counsel selected at his/her own ex-
pense at each step of the disciplinary procedure set forth in
Section 22.2. It shall be the employee's ~esponsibility to
..obtain such representation within a reasonable time.
22.6 Burden of Proof
In all disciplinary proceedings the employee shall
be presumed innocent until proven guilty and the burden of
proof on all matters shall rest upon'the Employer. Such
burden of. proof, even. in serious .matters which might consti-
tute a. crime, shall .be preponder~c~ of the~evidence on the
record and shall in no case be' proof, beyond a reasonable
doubt. .
22.7 Limitations
'An employee shall no1;' be di8.c::ipl~ned ,.f:Q~ acts,
except th9se 'whi9h ..~oulc!~\\:,const.~.tut;e,8,'~:~~e)~:",~,,~1~1I; :O<;:9~~red
..;
more th~ri. '~.nine .m~rith8 prl'or to .the:..8.8rVlc8'of' th&)~QtJ.c::.e;of,
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er, may be considered with respect to the appropriateness of
the penalty to be imposed, if any.
*Unless otherwise specified, days as used in this Article
shall mean calendar days.
ARTICLE 23 -- GENERAL PROVISIONS
23.1 The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied
equally to all employees in the bargaining unit without dis-
crimination as to age, sex, marital status, race, color,
creed, national origini or political affiliation.
23.2 All reference to employees in this Agreement desig-
nate both sexes, and wherever the male gender is used it
shall be construed to include male and female.
23.3 The Employer agrees not to interfere with the
right of employees to become members of the Union. There
shall be no discrimination, interference, restrai~t or coer-
cion by the Employer or any Employer representative against
any employee because of Union membership or because of any
employee activity permissible under the Taylor Law and this
Agreement in an.official capacity on behalf'of the Union, or
for any other cause.
23.4 The terms "policemen", "employee" and "member"
wherever used herein, are synonymous.
23.5 This Agreement may not be altered, amended or
changed except by a writing duly signed by duly authorized
. representatives of the parties hereto.
ARTICLE 24 -- MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
It is understood and agreed that management possesses
the sole right to conduct the Town's business and to carry
out its obligations and that all management rights repose in
it. Such rights are subject to such conditions, requirements
and limitations as may be applicable under law, and must.be
exercised consistently with the other provisions of this
Agreement. These rights include but are not limited ~o the
following:
1. To determine the mission and policies of the
Town.
. ...
2. To dete.~!1!~" ~Jte.,,:f~~~~lt~.~~_t.~.m~th~~~r,._,ans and',
number of personnel;" .to,'d.sl~ate the members neid~ to carry
out the Town's mission'; itrid',to introduce' new or .improved
methods. or facilities. ' '
"
. 3.. To administer the Department, Inciuding the
sel~ction, h1,rinCJ,::~~ tention, promotion', scheduling" assign-
ment or trans fer of'<members. ",~~,"~.:-,~".'",~ " .
:'s'~;2~~~,~~:~~\! -:f.
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5. To direct the work of the members.
6., To contract out for goods or servic'es when
authorized by law.
7. To make rules, regulations and policies concern-
ing personnel procedures and practices.
ARTICLE 25 -- LEGISLATIVE ACTION
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVI-
SION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT
ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT 'OF LAW OR'BY PROVIDING THE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
ARTICLE 26 -- DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be effective from and including
January 1, 1999 and to and including December 31, 2001.
ARTICLE 27 -- SEPARABILITY
Should any part hereof or any provision herein contained
be rendered or declared illegal or an improper practice by
reason of any existing or subsequently enacted legislation or
by any Decree of a Court of competent jurisdiction or by the
decision of any authorized government agency, such invalida-
tion of such part or portion of this Agreement shall not
invalidate the remaining portions thereof, provided, however,
upon such invalidation, the parties agree immediately to meet
and negotiate substitute provisions for such parts or provi-
sions rendered or declared illegal or improper practices.
The remaining parts or provisions shall remain in full force
and effect.
.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agree-
ment on the first day set forth above.
TOWN OF BETHLEHEM, NEW YORK
BY:~~"'~ !h~S eila Fuller, Supervisor
ATTEST:
APPROVEDAS TO FORM:~~
Town Attorne
LOCAL 3364
By:
ATTEST:
Council 82 - AFSCME
Bya~ ~~
Rich~rd Stevens
'
APPROVED:
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.
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APPENDIX A
FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE OF ABSENCE
1. Eliqibility
Employees of the Town of Bethlehem who have been
ployed for at least one year and worked at least
. hours during that year are entitled to an unpaid
of absence of up to 12 weeks during the calendar
for any of the following reasons:
em-
1,250
leave
year
A. The birth of a chi~d and in order to care for such
child.
B. The placement of a child with the employee for adop-
tion or foster care.
C. To care for a spouse, child, or parent of the emPloy-
ee if such person has a serious health condition.
D. Because of a serious health condition that makes the
employee unable to perform the functions of his or her
position (including conditions making the employee
eligible for worker's compensation or state disability
benefits). .
Although Family and Medical Leave taken pursuant to this
policy is generally unpaid (except as per Section 4),
you may, depending upon the reason for the leave, still
be eligible for short term disability payments and/or
worker's compensation benefits consistent with state
law. Please see the Comptroller's Office for further
information on this.
Leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced leave
schedule which will be applied against the 12 week
period. If both spouses work for the town, the Town may
limit the aggregate number of work weeks of leave to
which both may be entitled to 12 work weeks, for other
than personal illnesses or the illness of a spouse or
child (12 week limit may apply to the.birth or adoption
of a child, or the serious health condition of a parent).
2.. Notice to the Town
In any case in which the necessity for the leave is
.foreseeable, the employee should provide us with reason-
able.advance notice in order to allow proper time to
p~an for.replacements, generally at least 30 days if
possible. Medical certification is necessary prior to
g~antinCJ any leave relate~ to.; .1;h, ,~,,~,r~9"'!r~.,.h~al th ~o.ndi - .
t.~on of any employee, spouse,'ch~.~~:'...~~~~:it4:r~~~.Request
fo~,
~...!'J.lyOr medical l!~!e: .!D.U8~ ~~r:s~t~ed'" to: your'
DepaZ;_fi.!~t .He~d on. a~
~PP~.l:~'~~~~~'~~~~!i~.,~~~~~'~..~rC?!". ~~~. ..
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quired, generally on a monthly basis, regarding the
statue of your condition and your plans to return to
.
work.
3. Reinstatement
4.
Employees. returning from Family or Medical Leave of
Absence within the time constraints specified above will
be restored to the.position of employment held by the
employee when the leave commenced or to an equivalent
position. An individual who fails to return upon the
conclusion of their approved leave will be considered to
have voluntarily resigned. Employees returning from
leave due to their own serious health condition must
provide appropriate medical documentation prior to
returning certifying their ability to resume the essen-
tial functions of their' job.
Health Insurance and Other Benefits
We will continue to provide health benefits under an
existing group health plan for employees out on family
or medical leave for up to 12 weeks on the same basis as
prior to the le~ve. Employees who fail to return after
a leave may be required to reimburse the Town for the
entire cost of health insurance premiums.
The town may require employees to use any or all accrued
vacation, sick or personal time in order to satisfy the
initial period of the family or medical leave. The town
will require that one week of vacation time, if avail-
able, be maintained in the employee's leave bank.
Employees are not entitled to any seniority or other-
employee benefits that would have accrued during' an
unpaid leave (such as sick time, vacation time or retire-
ment service. credit). .
5. Extensions
Extensions beyond the initial leave period may be grant-
ed to a .maximum 12 weeks upon appropriate documentation
directed to the Town Supervisor. Employees will not be
permitted to extend a family or medical leave beyond the
12 week maximum by tackinq on unused vacation or person-
al leave. .
In...the calle'.~f a~.~.Et~~19yee's disability, the to~may
grant' an ex~ens'~o,~-~~nd the time liiU.ts described
above, .on 'amonttii~to-lDOftth basis for a maximum of six
months. Exteh.fons 'beyond 12 weeks are not'available
for other family and medical leaves apart from the
employee's disability. Persons granted an extension
beyond t~e in1;t,ial 12. weeks:, will be respons.\b.19y...for
.
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guarantee to return you to either your former position
or a comparable position upon return from extension of
leave.
6. Part Time and Employees with Less Than
One Year of Service
Employees with less than one year of service who have
completed their probationary period and part time employ-
ees working less than 1,250 hours a year may also apply
for a leave of absence for their own disability, but are
not eligible for other types of family-related leaves.
However, if granted, insurance continuation will be the
sole responsibility of the employee and reinstatement
will depend on our staffing needs at the time reinstate-
ment is sought.
Disability forms and claims for New York State disabili-
ty benefits are available from and should be filled out
and returned to the Comptroller's Office.
If you have any questions with respect to our family and
medical leave of absence policy, please contact the
Comptroller. .
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APPENDIX B
Memorandum of Understanding between the
Bethlehem Town Board and the
Bethlehem Police Officers Union
Subject: Residency requirement
The Union acknowledges that residency is a qualification
for employment and is a manageria~ prerogative not subject to
negotiation. The Town Board recognizes that unusual and
extenuating circumstances may develop subsequent to appoint-
ment to the Police Department, and therefore, will afford an
opportunity to request a waiver of the residency requirement.
Subject to the approval of the Department Head, the
member will present the reasons prompting the need for a
waiver in writing and if required will appear before the Town
Board for examination of these circumstances. The Town Board
will, render a decision within 60 days. Each request and
decision is exclusive and without precedent to any other
request or decision.
During the Probationary period and until completion
thereof the officer will be required to be domiciled in the
Town of Bethlehem and upon completion of his probationary
period be domiciled in Albany County.
Subject: Manning Road Patrols
The Union recognizes that current PERB and Court deci-
sions indicate that minimum manning determinations are not
subject to negotiations at this time. The Town recognizes
that any determination regarding manning could have an impact
on the terms and conditions of employment and therefore the
Union has a right to negotiate the impact.
This letter will remain in effect through December 31,
1998, unless any portion is negated by legislative or judi-
cial action. In any event, only the portion affected will be
considered amended and will not alter any other portion of
the memorandum. '
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TOWN REsPONSE (VWIC.'N I) TO
UNION PROPOSAL No. 33
PROCEDURE FOR ADMINISTRATIONOF GML 207-<:
SECI10N J. INTENT
(a) This procedure is intended to implement certain of the rights of the Town and its
Police Officers (hereinafter the "Officer'1 pursuant to Section 207-c of the General MUI1icipal
Law but is not intended to modify any provision of that statute nor shall it apply to any ID4Lttcrs,
or grant any rights not specifically addressed herein.
.
SECfION 2. NanCE OP DtsABILrrv ~R Nlutn POR MEDICAL OR ROo1P1TAL TREAT~
(a) An Officer who claims a right to any benefit atforded UDderSection207-cof the
General Municipal Law~ either because of a new perfo11ll8l1CCof duty related injuty or i11Dcss,or
the recurrence of a prior illness or injury, shall make written notice and applicationroi those
benefits to the Chief: or hislher designee, on the £Om which is 1nade a part of bisIhcr procOOure
within seventy-two (72) hours of an incident causing an injury or sickness so as to prevent the
perfOtmancc of duty and/or giving rise to a need for medical or hospital,care.
(b) The Officer shalt provide such authorizatioos as the Town deans ~4J8Ty for
the Town to obtain copies of hisIher medical records from hislher treating physician, consulting
physicians or other health care providers and the TowD will provide the Offic~" without cost, a
copy of the records received from the Officer's providers and any report produced by any
physicians or other experts who examine the Officer on behalf of the Town. For purposes of this
procedure, the term "health care provider" shall be provided its broadest possible Incaamg and
shall include, but not be limited to, any medical doctor, clliroprador, osteopathicphysician,
'psychiatrist,psychologist, nurse practitioner,physician's assistant, therapist, counselor,holistic
practitioner or other practitioner of any fOIUlof hCAHngwhom the Officer has consoltooor
soughtany care, tmnm~t or co1mSelingof any kind.
(c) 'In determining the application. the Town may conduct such ~inJdiOD as it
deems nec~sary, iDcludiDgn:quirins.a more d~ factual statemcat.
~
the O1Iiccrtban that
contained on the applicatiolL 'Ibe Town may 1Ib' 8tI~i ~. w;~Jfln aDdmay 881d the
Officerto a physician CKphJIiciaaI ~its choice!or cYA...:j.~ at ~t:~'s~ .
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preclude an awariI:,ofr8aY~_iltI~,~{. to"'§107-i: ~ hOW8Yer,~~\iIicIij:~the.
timc1incas ofnoacai. at issue.the0fIIt.ei:'may~~ .thai:DOtice;.~provided
.' ~ as
praCticableaftcrdie:~.knew. or shouldhaVeIcn~:that aDmjur)i'or iUness,or sam.ation
thmot: arose from tba peribnnaDccof duty. In that regard, it will 1».tbe Officer's burden of
proof"to demoDSt1'8tChe reasonablenessof hislherfailure to give such ItOticc. '
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SEcrION 3. STATUSPENDING DETERMJNAnON OF EUCIBn.JTY FOR BENEms
(a) Where the Town believes it appropriate,the Officer shall be placed on sick leave
pending determination of hisIhcr eligibility for Section 207-c benefits. In the event that it is
dctcrmUiedthat the Officer is entitled to Section 207-c benefits, the Town shall CTeditback to
himlher all sick leavecreditswhich w~ expendedprior to the determination.
(b) In the event that it is det~ed that the Officer is not entitled to Section 207-<:
benefits, his application will be deemed a request to utiliu sick leave and the Officer \\ iU be
permitted to use available credits provided he/she was and is eligible for such leave.
SECftON 4. BENUIT DETERMlNA'nONS
(a) The Town shal1 promptly review an Officer's application for Section 201-c
benefits and shall determine bislher eligibility within a ~nablc "time after the Chief bas
received the Officer's application. all supporting medical records and the n:sults nom such
ex~minM1ons deemed necessary to make the determination.
(b) The det~","inRhon of the Chief will be made in writing to the Officer, setting forth
the basis for the determination. In the event that the application is denied, or benefits are
withdrawn or discontinued after.having initially been granted, the Town will pro~dc the Officer,
without cost, a copy of all reports or other medical intmmation utilized by the Town in making
its determination. This shan no~ however, require the Town to provide information or records
subject to the attorney/client, material prepared for litigation or attomey work product privileges
or reports or infcmnation or' documarts or reports received after the Town has made its
determination or wbicl1were not utilized by the Town in mAJriftgits determination.
SECTION 5. A~~'CHMENT TO LIGHT DUTY
(a) As, autbori2ed by the provisions of Subdivision 3 of Section 207-c, the
Department, acting through the Chie( or the Chiers designee, may assign a disabled Officer
specified light duties. consistentwith hislherJherstatus as an Officer. The Chief, or tho CtUefs
designee.prior to lII~ftga light duty assignment,shaJladvisethe Officerreceivingbenefits
under Section 207-c of'the Chiefs intcDtionto make sud! a light cIucyassi8"m~t Where
deemed'necessary, the Cbiefmay IequiIe a medicalllW~ or amninAtiODlof chcO1icer,
at the expeDICot1be Townbut shallDOt be ~ to do so whcR thoTownbelievesthat the
OfIicer's ~.~ sud1that it aJ10wsfor the ~ light duty A-ipmalt. '...
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,'(b).. ,Aa,~ordeI8d'toligbidutyshaJicoiDply.~~'the~or~'~Y1J-c
~ ~ uribJ°sucb.time that a d~OD is made pursuant'to Section'7 of this
. procedure.tb8t die' Ofticcr is,. sOlely as a result.of hiSIher disability, unable to perfon'n the
fe8Sftl"SI"lerequirements of tile light duty assignment.
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(c) Nothingcontainedhereinshallrequirethe Town,or its PoliceDepartment,to
create or allow any light duty assignmentsnor shan the Town9sdecision to impose or Ilot to
impose a light duty assignment constituteevidenceof any kind in any proceedingrelated to the
Officer's disability or availability or capabilityof a future light duty assignment or return to
work.
SECTION 6. IERMlNA TION OF BENE1!JD
(a) In addition to a denial or terminationof benefits pursuant to paragraph ''2(dr'
above, the benefits provided by Section 207-c of the General Municipal Law shalJ tenninate
upon the employee being retired pursuant to a seMce retirement, an ordinary disability,
accidentaldisabilityor a perfo~ce of dutydisabilityretirement,as set forth in the Retin;mcnt
and Social SecurityLaw.
(b) An Officers request to review a denial or discontinuance of Section l07-c
benefits shall not serve to extend the Town's obligation to pay such benefits while the requt:st for
review is under consideration pursuant to the dispute resolution proced1Jre..
SXCl'ION 7. DISPUTE REsqLU110N PROCEDURE
(a) In the event that an Officer wishes to challengc a denial or revocation ofbcncfits,
h~she shall present to the Chi~ witlUn seven (7) calendar da~ of the delivery of the
determination to be cha1leng~ a written request for a hearing pnrsuant to the procedure,
specifying, with particularity, each basis for objection to the Chief's determination and th£ facts
and medical opiDioDl on which such exceptions are based. Where the Officer is relying upon a
conflicting medical opiDioa. any supporting reports, and all related medical records, inc)uding
test results OTdepictions, shan be obtained, at the Officer's expense., and submitted along with
the request for a hearing. Although the Officer may be represented, at hearing, a Union
representative, or attorney, the appeal itsclfmust be in the name ot; aDdsigned by, the Qfficer. .
(b) Unless cOuhMi to law, it is the Officer who shall bearthc burden of proof on.all
issues. Further, the filing ot a request to utilize this procedure shaJI not serve to countert1U1ndor
delay an order of any kind to the Officer.
"
(c) Upon receipt or a request for a hearing.the Town sball sppoint a Hearing Officer
within ten (10) days of the receipt by the Town of the request and all necessary SUPP'1rting
materials and the bearing requested shall bc" held no later than thirty (30) calendar days.
However, upon written request by the Officer or his rcpresentalive, if any, the Town and Union
shall utili%e,as a Hearing Officer, an arbitrator obtained from the Town pursuant to the
procedures and panels m2Wb1ucdby the Public Employment]l~1ArinnABoard but, in the event'
that this proc:cchRis utili,,=, the Town shaD not be HabJe for any delaysin the schedulingor
holdingof a hearing,or the raIdt.ringof a reportand recomuiClJdBtioD.aDd,further, the Union
shall be liable for oao-half (~) of any "fees. Such Hearing OtBccr shaI1mate a rcpoI1and
recommendationto the Town Supervisorwhoshallmakoa finaldetllftllination~"WridD&a copy
ofwbichsha11be mAiled.by certifiedmail,returnreceipt~ed, to the Officer'slastknown
addressto the Officer and/or mailedby regularmail to hislherrep~ if any.
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(d) This procedure shall be the exclusive procedure by which an Officer shall
challenge a determinAtion related to Section 207-c benefits, the Town and Union having chosen
this dispute resolution procedure in lieu of a grievance and/or arbitration pursuant to Article 3 of
this agreement. The Officer may file an appca1"ttom the Town Supervisor's decision pursuant to
Article 18 of the New York Civi1 Practice Law and Rules and such a proceeding shall he the
exclusive means by which an Officer may contest a claimed violation of these procedures. This
procedure shall not serve as a forum to contest a determination based upon, or act as a liJnjtation
of the rights of the Town related to Civil Service Law §71 or any provision of the Retirement and
Social Security Law of the State of New York.
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